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The 2019 Tennessee All-Girls Scholastic Championship was a combination of

STEM and chess beginning with a Friday evening seminar featuring WIM Dr.

Carolina Blanco, who was also on hand during the tournament analyzing players’

games. Saturday included visits from different student groups as well as a

laboratory tour. Players were given a 3-D printed chess queen courtesy of the

Undergraduate Laboratories in the Department of Materials Science and

Engineering (in UT orange), and got to make chess necklaces and bracelets and

friends between rounds, as well as being treated to free pizza.







None of that diverted the attention from the main purpose of dominating on the 64

squares and there was plenty of fighting chess with only four draws in 78 games.

In the K-3 section, defending champion and top seed Selena Ma, a second grader

from Rocky Hill Elementary in Knoxville, swept her section with a perfect 4-0

score, followed by third grader Abbie Liu of Farragut Intermediate School with 3

and second grader Olivia Law of Christian Academy of Knoxville, with 2.5, taking

third on tiebreak ahead of third grader Hannah Harris and kindergartener Thea

Pattison.



The K-6 section was won by fifth grader Maggie Zhong of A.L. Lotts Elementary

of Knoxville, who earned a perfect 4-0 score despite being the only player in the

tournament who had to face three opponents with three wins. Following with three

wins in tiebreak order were fourth grader Elly Wu of Nolan Elementary in Signal

Mountain; a third place tie between fifth grader Sylvia Lin of Farragut Intermediate

School and sixth grader Nikita Yang (playing in her first rated tournament) of

Hardin Valley Middle School in Knoxville; and sixth grader Shirley Kong of

Houston Middle School in Germantown.



2017 Girls’ Champion and State Co-Champion Sydney Kong was the #1 seed

and also won her section with a 4-0 score, earning a $4500 scholarship offer from

the University of Tennessee Tickle College of Engineering. But the Houston

Middle School eighth grader had to survive a powerful kingside attack in the third

round from second place finisher Violet De Credico, an eighth-grade



homeschooler from Chattanooga. Following Violet on tiebreaks were homeschool

senior Tera Vilaire from Friendsville and seventh grader Grace Feng of West

Valley Middle School in Knoxville, all with three points. A blitz playoff was held to

determine the other two scholarship offers, and Violet won the $3000 and Grace

the $1500.

2019 All-Girls State Champion, Sydney will also be the Tennessee representative

at the 2019 National Girls’ Tournament of Champions to be held in Orlando, FL

from August 3-6. She joins Rachel Weishaar (2012, 2014) and Zsofia De Credico

(2015, 2018) as two-time All-Girls champions and has four years to match or

pass Graham Gibson (2008-2011) for most championships.



To view the full Wall Charts from the event, visit: 

https://www.reg4chess.com/results/2019%20TN%20All%20Girls%20Results.pdf

TN All-Girls Game Analysis

By: NM Forest Chen, 2017 TN State Co-Champion and reigning 3-time TN High

School Champion (2017-2019)

Event- 2019 TN All-Girls State Championship 



Date- 2019.03.30 

Round- 3 

White- De Credico, Violet 

Black- Kong, Sydney

Hi, I am Forest Chen, and I will be commentating round 3 of the 2019 All-Girls

State Championship. This game was the critical matchup between the top two

seeds, Sydney Kong (1787 USCF), 2017 TN State Co-Champion and 2017

winner of the TN All-Girls State Championship and Violet De Credico (1423

USCF), but Violet did not panic against her strong opponent and played an

excellent game that stopped just short of being a brilliancy. Let's see! 1. d4 d5 2.

Bf4 The beginning of the famous London System used by players like Carlsen,

Nakamura, Kamsky, and most of the other top players in the world. After the

game, Mr. Richard De Credico, Violet's father, revealed that she had prepared

this opening a mere couple of days before the tournament, watching videos on

Youtube and playing some online. Nf6 3. e3 e6 (3... Bf5 Another popular

alternative to develop the light squared bishop) (3... c5 {The mainline) 4. Bd3

Nbd7 5. c3 c5 6. Nd2 Be7 7. Ngf3 White's goal is simply to achieve control over

the e5 square and positionally strangle her opponent in the center and with a

kingside attack. O-O (7... Nh5 ?!) 8. Ne5 Qb6?

The first mistake. The queen makes a simple attack of the b2 pawn which is

easily defended by white's next move. Moreover, the queen is misplaced on b6,

hindering ideas of b5 or b6 to develop the light squared bishop (8... Nxe5 9.Bxe5

(9. dxe5 is another possibility although it blocks the bishop on f4 Nd7 10. O-O

Qc7 11. Nf3= a5 with ideas to advance on the queenside and if possible trade

light squared bishops with Ba6.) (9... c4 10. Bc2 b5= was much more natural,

launching a queenside offensive with moves like b4, a5-a4-a3 to follow.) 9. Rb1

Bd6? Blunders into a well-known trap 10. Ndf3 (10. Nec4! One of the reasons



why the queen is misplaced ...dxc4 11. Nxc4 Qc6 12. Nxd6 Qxg2 13. Rf1+/-

while black has avoided material loss at the moment, the g-file has been opened

allowing an easier attack on the black king. Black's center has been shattered

and white has a commanding knight on d6.) 10... Qc7+/= The queen and bishop

have moved a total of 4 times already while the c8 bishop and the two rooks

remain undeveloped. With white's clear lead in development, white has a clear

edge already. 11. h4 ?! An objectively speculative idea, but incredibly interesting

and a practical choice in such a critical matchup. White has the simple idea of just

advancing the h pawn down the board and checkmating black. 11... c4 12. Bc2

h6??

There is a rule in chess that one should avoid moving pawns in front of one's

king. This creates a hook in the position and a target. For example, imagine if

white could place a pawn on g5. This would force a capture and the opening of

lines against the black king. (12... Ne4! An idea I preferred while watching the live

broadcast, although hard to make. The idea is that the c2 bishop is a monster,

one of the key attacking pieces. However, this invites the fracturing of black's

center as compensation. 13. Bxe4 dxe4 White must take on d7 14. Nxd7 (14.

Nd2? Nxe5 15. Bxe5 Bxe5 16. dxe5 Qxe5 17. Nxc4 Qc7=/+ where now it is

black who has the edge as white's king is trapped in the center as h4 is a big

weakness on the kingside.) 14... Bxd7 15. Bxd6 Qxd6 16. Ne5 (16. Nd2 Qd5)

16... Rac8+/= White is still better due the structure and the strong knight on e5,

but at least black has averted the checkmating plans and ideas.) 13. g4!+- Violet

shows an excellent grasp of attacking and understanding. Previously we

mentioned how a g5 pawn would rip open the kingside. She played this intuitively

no doubt with the same goal in mind. 13... h5? Way too provocative, this

guarantees the opening of the g-file and the king. 14. gxh5 Nxh5



Here we need to pause and take stock of the position. White has a strong knight

on e5, a monster bishop on c2, and an open g-file against the king. Notice how

black's center or queenside counter-play is nowhere near complete. I would be

thinking here on how to neutralize the black counter attack as once 

that is neutralized, black is helpless. 15. Nxd7! Fantastic! She understands that

Sydney's only counterplay lies with somehow taking the knight in the center. With

this move, she effectively kills this plan and gains a very important square. 15...

Bxd7 16. Bh7+? The beginning of some troubles for white. The bishop move

looks flashy but doesn't accomplish that much. Also, the engine suggests that the

bishop can be taken. I suspect that Violet played intuitively, thinking that taking

the bishop would result in an immediate loss and while this idea was wrong, it is a

sign of a great attacker. (16. Bxd6! Of course, trading the last defender of e5

gives white free rein on the kingside as black's pieces are effectively cut off.

Qxd6 17. Ne5 Nf6 18. Qf3 White is completely winning which may be somewhat

hard to understand when 

counting material; however, four-time US champion Yasser Seirawan once said

that it is about what is on the chess board not what is off. White's pieces are in the

best positions, all that remains is to either double on the g-file with the rooks or

play h5 and h6 eventually.) 16... Kh8 (16... Kxh7 17. Ng5+ Forced! Kg6 18. Rg1

Bxf4 19. Nxe6+ Kh6 20. Nxc7 Bxc7+/- After this series of forcing moves, which

is by no means easy to see over the board, white is still better due to the attack,

but black does have 3 pieces for the queen, giving some chances.) 17. Bxd6 !

Finally, the right idea. White seizes control over e5 and transposes to the earlier

version 16.Bxd6, albeit a tempo down. 17... Qxd6 18. Ne5 Nf6 19. Qc2??



A pity. Ignoring Bh7, Violet has demonstrated great attacking intuition and skill up

to this point. After the game, I learned that she had forgot that she played Ne5 and

thought the knight was on 

g5 which she had considered in other lines. (19. Bc2 This was the move. Again,

material is equal. No tactics are necessary. A simple plan wins. I have provided

some nice lines. You will notice that at the end white didn't checkmate black. This

is due to the tenacious nature of computers, but I assure you that over the board,

this is over for black. Be8 20. Rg1 Qe7 21.Qf3 Ng8 22. Kd2! Bring all the pieces

to the attack. f6 23. Rg6! The end approaches Nh6 (23... Bxg6 24. Nxg6+) 24.

Qh5 Kg8 (24... fxe5 25. Rxh6+ gxh6 26. Qxh6+ Kg8 27. Rg1+ The reason behind

Kd2 Bg6 28. Qxg6+ Kh8 29. Qh6+ Qh7 30. Qxh7#) 25. Rbg1 Bxg6 (25... fxe5 26.

Rxg7+ Qxg7 27. Rxg7+ Kxg7 28. Qg5+ Kf7 29. Bg6+ Kg7 30. Bf5+ Kf7 31. Qg6+

Ke7 32. Qxe6+ Kd8 33. Qd6+ Bd7 34. Qxd7#) 26. Qxg6 Nf5 27. Ng4 Qe8 28.

Bxf5 Qxg6 (28... exf5 29. Nh6+ Kh8 30. Qxg7#) 29. Bxg6+- Note that these were

the best moves as recommended by a computer; however, I believe it is

impossible for black to defend like this. More likely, one of the earlier lines will

occur and white will easily win.) 19... Nxh7-+ From here, all black needs to do is

trade and weather the storm. 20. h5 Kg8? While still technically winning, the

move seems unnatural as it puts the king into the fire of the rook on the g-file. The

king was safe on h8 as h6 would always be met by g6. This is the last notable

moment in the game as black smoothly converted her advantage. (20... Nf6

Black just needs to get the pieces back in place to win. 21. h6 g6 22. Nxg6+

Doesn't work on account of fxg6 23. Qxg6 Qe7 Calm Qe7 defends everything)

21. Rg1 Be8 22. h6 g5 23. f4 Qe7 24. Rg4 f6 25. Ng6 Bxg6 26. Qxg6+ Kh8 27.

fxg5 Rg8 28. Qh5 Rxg5 29. Rxg5 fxg5 30. Kd2 Rf8 31. Qh2 Qf6 32. Kc1 Qf1+

33. Kc2 Rf2+



An extremely painful defeat for Violet, who but for one move played a great game

and almost took down the top seed. Things like this do happen, and it is important

to understand this. Through this game, we saw Violet's superb intuition and

attacking skills as well as patience by Sydney who never gave up 

and was eventually rewarded for her effort. A brilliant game by both sides. Sydney

went on to win her last game, earning her second All-Girls State Champion title.

Violet also won her last game, coming in second place. 0-1

2019 State Scholastic Individual & Team

Championships

By: Tiffany Elliott



The 2019 Tennessee Scholastic Individual Championship took place at

Tennessee Tech University on February 16. The event was smoothly run by TCA

Scholastic Coordinator, Paul Semmes, and the facilities and new renovations at

TN Tech were very nice and accommodating. There were 123 players competing

individually across four sections based on grade level: K-12, K-9, K-6, and K-3.

Throughout the day, spectators enjoyed watching the live games of Forest Chen

on the big screen in the skittles room and perhaps all across the state, maybe

even beyond through the Live Chess Cloud link online. These games are still

visible at that link for your enjoyment.





Forest Chen of Knoxville played to a perfect score and won the High School

Championship. This is his third year winning in a row! Devon Puckett and Suhas

Gummadi both scored 4 points out of 5 tying for second place.

2019 State Finals HIGH SCHOOL





The Junior High was dominated by Dhruv Chandra of Nashville. He finished 5-0

winning the section. Following him was a five-way tie for second place shared by

Logan Wu, Nicholas Ostoski, Hemi Rambha, Violet De Credico, and Henry Veys

all scoring 4 points.





In the Elementary Championship, Ronit Chandra of Nashville took first with 4.5

points. What a proud achievement in the Chandra household to have two brothers

winning their respective sections in the same year! Coming up next with just a

half-point difference were Lillian Wu and Raymond Cui tying for second place.





Ashish Kalaga won the Primary Championship with 5 wins. Tying next all with 4

points were Marc Wayne Denny, Selena Ma, Ryan Erdman, and Miguel Panelo.

Congratulations to all the players who qualified to make it to State Finals and to

the winners of course! Special thanks to TN Tech and TCA volunteers for making

this a wonderful event!



Team Championships:
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The 2019 TN Scholastic Team events took place all over the state in March.

Regions 1, 2, and 4 held their Team Regional events on March 2 at Lenoir City

Intermediate Middle School, Livingston Academy and Idlewild Elementary in

Memphis. Nashville's event was at St. Paul Academy a week later on March 9.

The Regional Team events had high player participation this year, 176 for Region

1, 125 for Region 2, about 300 for Region 3 and 100 for Region 4 all together

equaling 700 Tennessee chess kids battling for a chance at State Team Finals!

Only the top four teams in each section qualify. The full player lists can be viewed

over on our website. Team results by region below:













All four regions came back together on March 23 at Tennessee Tech University

for the 2019 State Team Finals. The NCC's DGT board was put to good use

again showing and streaming the games from high school board 1. The games

can still be viewed on Live Chess Cloud here.



Congratulations to Montgomery Bell Academy of Nashville on their sweep in High

School. Tennessee Tech University awarded each of the team's players a

college scholarship with their victory. Their perfect score put them a full point

ahead of White Station High School and Hardin Valley tying for second place. A

playoff tie break game determined that the second place scholarship prizes be

awarded to White Station High School. For the player lists click here. Full team

results below:
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In Junior High there was a tie for first between Montgomery Bell Academy and

White Station Middle. A tie break match was played with MBA winning. Junior

High team captain, Dhruv Chandra played on the high school team

simultaneously and performed like a pro for both. MBA has had an incredible year

in chess under the direction of High School team captain, Lucas Pao. He will be

graduating next month and heading off to Oxford University. Congratulations and

job well done!
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Grahamwood Elementary School of Memphis won in the Elementary section with

a perfect score. They are pictured below with Coach Jonathan Beatty. Farragut of

Knoxville had a clear second place with three points out of four.
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Over in the K-3 Primary section, even the youngest warriors battled for a chance

at becoming champion. It came down to a playoff for first between University

School of Nashville and Idlewild of Memphis with USN winning. Both teams are

pictured below with coaches Todd Andrews and Mark Beatty.
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Extra thanks to TDs Jay Sabine and Jerry Nash who made sure everybody

played a rated game every round back in the Alternates section. These are

mostly the younger players and so it was highly entertaining watching them trying

to figure out how to read the old-timey analog clocks the TCA provided for them.

One more thank you to Tennessee Tech and Paul Semmes for putting on a

wonderful tournament.

Murfreesboro Upcoming Events

By: Norbert Thiemann



Rated Blitz Chess in Murfreesboro 

The MCC has a fast-paced blitz tournament held on the last Thursday of every

month, which only effects the players' blitz ratings. We use a self-pairing method

where every player receives their own pairing card. It informs them to what board,

opponent and color they are due for every upcoming round. They simply mark the

result after each game. Our next event is on April 25, 2019, and you can learn

more about our methodologies on the MCC Blitz Page.

Slowest Quick Time Control for MCC's Spring Tournament 

G/25,d5 is a dual time control, which effects both regular and quick ratings. For

that reason we are opting for the G/25;d3 time control, which is solely for a

player's quick chess rating. This event is being held on Saturday April 27, 2019.

2019 Murfreesboro Open 

May 25, 2019 Site: First Cumberland Presbyterian Church, 907 Main St. (parking

in back accessed on N. Bilbro Ave.), Murfreesboro, TN 37130. 5SS; Rd. 1, G/25

d5; Rd. 2, G/45 d5; Rds. 3, 4, 5, G/60 d5. Open Section: $575 in Prizes based on

30 entries, $150 1st, $75 2nd, Class Prizes X, A, B, C, D, E/below, Unr., each

$50, Above 30 players, additional prizes will be added and/or increased. Rounds:

9, 10, 12:30, 3:00, 5:30. Registration: 7:30am – 8:45am. EF: $25 by check if

received by 05/20, $30 cash at site. Bye: One half point bye is available for any

Rd. per player if requested before Rd. 1. Early Entries: mail to Chris Prosser

(TD), 733 Long Hunter Ct., Nashville, TN 37217. More Info:

murfreesborochess@gmail.com, murfreesborochess.weebly.com/

Shelby County Chess Happenings

By: Korey Kormick



Spring 2019 has been an eventful one for Shelby County Chess. Our monthly

scholastic series picked up in March with our “Pot of Gold” tournament, hosted at

and in association with Rhodes College. Students got to practice their skills in

halls reminiscent of Hogwarts, vying for green beaded necklaces and their own

green hats full of golden (chocolate) coins. Several members of the college chess

club, many of whom also coach in the Memphis area, assisted as tournament

volunteers to help the players feel welcome. April brought another “Egg-cellent”

tournament, as fifty players searched high and low for their opponents’ pieces to

take. Some players use these regular events as benchmarks to evaluate how far

they’ve progressed throughout the season, while others focus on the longer time

controls to practice and prepare for other events, especially state and national

competitions.

While the regular scholastic circuit takes its summer hiatus, West Tennessee is

still going to be happening with two major events: one a week-long chess

experience, and the other a national event in our own backyard. The 2019 Mid-

South Chess Camp will be the eighteenth annual edition, hosted once again on

the campus of Memphis University School, June 9-15th. Returning headline

instructors Grandmasters Alex Stripunsky and Joel Benjamin and local

International Master Jake Kleiman lead a talented team of coaches and trainers in

a full week of level-based chess classes for students of all ages and experience.

Local students may participate in day and evening activities, while out-of-town

participants have a fully immersive residential experience also! The 2019 US

Amateur South Championship is in its ninth edition here in Memphis, July 27-

28th. This tournament is solely focused on players below the Master class (under

2200 rating), where players compete for the title, souvenirs, and pride instead of



for prize money. The competition is no less fierce, however, as the best class

players in the region seek out their opportunity for national glory, with winners

over the years being the best of Tennessee, as well as coming in from Missouri,

Kansas, Florida, and Louisiana. Will another “outstater” win this year, or will a

Tennessean defend and claim the title again?! Full details on both events are

available at www.chesscamp.us and www.shelbycountychess.com.

Top Ten Tennessee Chess Players

1. IM Jake Kleiman 2480 

2. IM Ron Burnett 2406 

3. FM Todd Andrews 2394 

4. NM Alex King 2349 

5. NM Forest Chen 2313 

6. NM Dean Lee 2303 

7. NM Graham Horobetz 2298 

8. FM Peter Bereolos 2290 

9. Jimmy Garcia 2284 

10. Logan Wu 2224

For more US Chess Top 100 Rating Lists, visit www.uschess.org



Tennessee Chess Patrons

The TCA wishes to send special thanks to the current 2019 Patron and Life

Members. Without their contributions, much of what the TCA accomplishes would

not be possible.

2019 Patron Members: 

DAVID SNODGRASS 

PAUL SEMMES 

MICHAEL NATH

Life Members: 

DR. MARTIN KATAHN 

PAT KNIGHT SMITH 

PETER LAHDE 

R. K. SHIMABUKURO

We need new Patrons for the 2019 year! The Tennessee Chess Association

appreciates those who help sponsor the game and offers tax-deductible

memberships to Patrons beginning at $100 per year. Membership for all levels

will be for 12 calendar months (including the month membership is paid). To

check your membership expiration, please visit our current members page. If

you'd like to renew your membership or become a TCA member, visit our

membership page. Thank you for supporting TCA!

Tennessee Chess Calendar



April 25, 2019 MCC Rated Blitz @ First Cumberland Presbyterian Church,

Murfreesboro, TN

April 27, 2019 MCC Spring Quick@ Technology Engagement Center,

Murfreesboro, TN

May 4, 2019 Nashville Monthly Swiss @ Nashville Chess Center

May 4, 2019 Happy Valley High School Scholastic Chess Tournament @ Happy

Valley Middle School Cafeteria, Elizabethon, TN

May 10-12, 2019 2019 National Elementary K-6 Championship @ Opryland

Hotel, Nashville, TN

May 17-19, 2019 2019 Tennessee Senior Open @ Fair Park Senior Center,

Crossville Online Registration

May 18, 2019 Pawn Power 15 US Chess Junior Grand Prix! @ IBEW, Memphis

May 25, 2019 2019 Murfreesboro Open @ First Cumberland Presbyterian

Church, Murfreesboro, TN

Summer 2019 Summer Chess Camps @ Nashville Chess Center

June 8, 2019 2019 Tennessee Home School State Championship and Open

Scholastic @ Northfield Conference Center, Spring Hill, TN

June 8, 2019 Rea Hayes Open Chess Tournament @ Chattanooga Christian

School, Chattanooga, TN

June 9-15, 2019 Mid-South Chess Camp @ Memphis University School,

Memphis

June 10-14, 2019 Fundamentals Chess Camp @ Webb School of Knoxville

June 15, 2019 John Hurt Memorial Chess Tournament @ IBEW, Memphis

July 8-12, 2019 Intermediate/Advanced Chess Camp @ Webb School of

Knoxville

July 20, 2019 Clinton H. Pearson Jr. Memorial Summer Open Chess

Tournament @ Cumberland County Community Complex, Crossville, TN

July 20, 2019 Hot Summer Swiss US Chess Grand Prix @ IBEW, Memphis



July 22-26, 2019 Novice/Advanced Chess Camps @ UT Knoxville

July 27-28, 2019 US Amateur South Championship @ Lausanne Collegiate

Academy, Memphis

September 13-15, 2019 2019 Tennessee Open State Chess Championship @

Montgomery Bell State Park, Burns, TN

September 21, 2019 Overbrook Scholastic City Qualifier @ Overbrook School,

Nashville

October 12, 2019 Cumberland County Fall Open National Chess Day Chess

Tournament @ Cumberland County Community Complex, Crossville, TN

May 8-10, 2020 2020 National Elementary Championship @ Opryland Hotel,

Nashville, TN

May 7-9, 2021 2021 SuperNationals VII @ Opryland Hotel, Nashville, TN

Forms & Flyers



















TCA Board of Directors

President: Alan Kleiman, akleiman12@gmail.com 

Vice President: FM Todd Andrews, nashvillechess@gmail.com 

Treasurer: Angela McElrath-Prosser, TCAnews@aol.com 

Scholastic Coordinator: Paul Semmes, PaulSemmes@charter.net 

Secretary/Membership: Chris Prosser, Regioniii@aol.com 

News Coordinator: Tiffany Andrews Elliott, tiffany.elliott@comcast.net 



Internet Coordinator: Interim Coordinators Chris Prosser and Tiffany Elliott 

Tournament Coordinator: Christy Kirchner, c.kirchner@hotmail.com 

East Tennessee Director, Alan Kantor, carokantor05@yahoo.com 

Middle Tennessee Director: IM Ron Burnett, rburn2500@aol.com 

West Tennessee Director: Michael Robertson, MRobertson@Aeneas.com

If you're interested in serving on the TCA Board of Directors, please email the

current board members. Elections and appointments for the open or vacant

positions will be held at the 2019 TCA Membership Meeting on the Sunday of the

2019 Tennessee Open State Championship. The TCA Board of Directors are all

volunteer positions.

Bids and Announcements

Are you interested in bidding on one of these upcoming tournaments? We need

tournament organizers! Please send your bid including all proposed event details

and sample budget to the Board of Directors to be considered.

Deadline September 1, 2019 for the 2020 TN All-Girls State Championship 

Deadline September 1, 2019 for the 2020 TN Senior Open 

Deadline September 1, 2019 for the 2020 TN Winter Open 

Deadline January 20, 2020 for the 2020 TN Open State Championship

The Tennessee Chess Hall of Fame Committee is now accepting nominations for

2020 inductions to take place at the 2020 TN Open State Chess Championship. If

you know of someone who has made a lasting impact in Tennessee chess and

you would like to nominate them to the Tennessee Chess Hall of Fame, please

send your nomination and supporting information to a member of the Hall of Fame

Committee:

Ron Burnett rburn2500@aol.com 

Leonard Dickerson lsdick@tds.net 

Tiffany Elliott tiffany.elliott@comcast.net 

Alan Kantor carokantor05@yahoo.com 

Chris Prosser Regioniii@aol.com 

Dwight Weaver southaven@gmail.com

The 2019 Tennessee Chess Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony will take place on

September 15, 2019 at the TCA Membership Meeting at 1:00 central time at the



TN Open State Chess Championship being held at Montgomery Bell State Park

in Burns, TN. We hope you will join us there!

Membership



Support Tennessee Chess! Become a TCA Member today! Renew or join for as

little as $10 per year. Or please consider a Patron Membership to really make an

impact in Tennessee Chess. Click here for more membership information.

Become a Member

Please share, distribute, and post this TCA publication as desired. To share your

own TN chess news, photos, events, and games, please email Newsletter

Coordinator, Tiffany Elliott. Thank you for supporting the Tennessee Chess

Association!
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